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... between successive contacts for a period at least as great as the natural period of swing of the aperiodically damped galvanometer. Thus, for speed of action the galvanometer system should have the smallest practical moment of inertia so that for a given sensibility its damped period of swing may be as short as possible. For most all requirements of temperature recording, the sensibility and quickness of the galvanometer may be made ample without special attention to this requirement and other considerations, of which robustness is a chief, have led to the design of a flat coil galvanometer of large moment of inertia. The period of the standard type is one and one-fifth seconds, and contacts are made at intervals of two seconds and continue one-fifth of a second. The contact piece, c, is moved by a small plunger magnet operated by a contact on the clock which is used to drive the paper. The energy paths E and F include each an iron-clad electromagnet, one serving to turn a rod, upon which is cut a screw thread, in one direction, the other in the opposite direction. When this rod turns, a nut is screwed towards the right or left, according to the direction of turning of the rod. This nut carries both the pen and a sliding contact. This latter moves over a slide resistance of special construction and restores the galvanometer to a balance at the same time that the pen—an ordinary stylograph...
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